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ABSTRACT
A need for measurement exists not only in academic

events but also in the affective domain. The author presents a
procedure for quantification of affective behavior. The procedure
contains three stages. One is the conceptualization stage in which
personal meanings of elements in the affective domain are examined.
Another is the crucial operationalization stage in which decisions
are made regarding what events will be accepted as evidence of
desirable affective behavior. The other stage is the placement of
numbers on the events. They may be categoril,ed, ranked, or placed at
equal intervals. If behavioral objectives arl to be more than
cognitive, then those responsible for educational measurement in a
specific situation must work together in the conceptualization and
operationalization stages. The author concludes that quantification
of affective behavior is not a problem of measurement theory, but
rather a problem of human negotiation. (Author/BB)
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Educational measurement requires the attachment of numeric
identity to the phenomena being measured. Stevens (1951) in his classic
quote says, "In its broadest sense, measurement is the assignment of
numerals to objects or events according to rules [p. 1]." The need
for such assignment exists not only for academic events but also for

CO those events, such as expressed pupil attitudes, feelings, and values,
which customarily are classified as affective rather than cognitive.
Because affective phenomena may be unobser;lble, which provldes a
paradox knoun as "nonobservable behaviors," the attachment of numbers
to affective behavior is complicated by the question of what should be
measured. Generation of a distribution of "nonobservable" events, to
which we can apply our measurement principles and theories, is required.
In today's brief presentation, I suggest that quantification of affective
behavior is less of a measurement problem than it is a human problem.

E-4
The question of what should be measured is deceptive and difficult.

Everyone "knows" what is meant by values, beliefs, feelings, attitudes,
and appreciation. Yet we experience difficulty in discussing such
concepts because, I think, we disagree regarding how they should he
manifested in observable behavior. I doubt that offering definitions
would be a profitable endeavor; we always can consult the dictionary.
Tlhat is needed is a process for implementing a quantification procedure

in diverse educational settings. I propose that a conceptualization
and an operationalization stage are necessary, and that we must become
less conservative and more imaginative in cur attempts to quantify
the seemingly nonquantifiable.
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The person responsible for planning educational measurement in
the effective domain, whether teacher or consultant, requires some
conceptualization of that which is to be neasured. 1That is a value?

What is one's personal concert of a-value?. !That is appreciatio,?
"hat is one's personal concert of appreciation?

Let us consider an exam2le. Arts educators are concerned with

more than acquisition of technical skills and facutal knowledge of
art works and their performers and creators. The building of positive

values for and attitudes toward diverse styles of music, the visual artsi
dance, and drama is a major goal of arts education. Heasurenent of

pupil values and attitudes regardinn the arts will he enhanced if the
measurenent person has some personal concept of what such values are
attitudes might mean. This can be gained from reading relevant literature
as well as discussing with arts educators how they value and feel about
the arts. It can be very illuminating to study a nusician's excitenent
at baring what he or she considers to he an unusually beautiful tone or
a painter's excitenent at perceiving an unusual nixture of colors. In

cross terms, I am calling for developnent of a personal conceptualization
of relevant affective behavior through experience.

After the person responsible for measurement believes that the
relevant concepts of affective behavior are sufficiently established, the
process becomes one of operationalization. "hat is a value? Tlhat does

one's personal comzept of a value require as evidence of valuing?
Mat is appreciation? that does one's personal concept of appreciation
require as evidence of appreciating? In short, how should one's concept
be manifested in another individual?

It is crucial in a particular measurement situation to state or
at least imply operational definitions for those events which are the
subject of measurement. Such definitions are by no means limited to the
affective domain; consider such a cognitive skill as the ability to add
and subtract numbers. Pow does one know that a student is able to add
and subtract? By observing the student add and subtract numbers of the
required complexity in various situations. Similarly, how does one
know that a student has a certain attitude toward a particular musical
composition? By observing the student's reactions, physical and psychological,
to that composition and what the student tells others about the conposition.
Thy: major point is that the person responsible for the measurement procedure
must state what is acceptable evidence of a desired condition.
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Let us reconsider the arts education example. If one assumes that
a desirable educational aal is that a high school student who is not a
performin7 musician nevertheless values music in his or her life, what
are some ways in which such a value night ranifest itself? The student
could spend money to build a personal record collection. Chores and
study nay be accompanied by background music. 7riendships may be
cultivated with musicians. Vembership may be sought in a club organized
around musical interests. nut-of-school concert attendance may increase.
In academic subject areas, papers and projects related to music may he
submitted. There are riany observational problems, and sone home
situations prevent many of the suggerted manifestations, but a consistent
voluntary seekinry, of music indicates somer-value for music. Furthermore,
such seeking may be observed and counted.

What about the non-cognitive educational goal of "building worthy
citizens?" Such a goal may be ridiculed, but perhaps there is something,
in a democracy, to worthy citizenship. Sone teachers ray protest that
"worthy citizenship" is never evident until years after the conolusion
of formal schooling. However, are there not some indications of a concept
of "worthy citizenship" which may be observed in and around the school
setting? 'That does the student make of opportunities to par icipate
in student government? In a conversation about a relevant tonic, what
reference does the student make to such things as honesty, 'air play,

and prejudice? In an open-ended discussion of some news event, does the
student talk independently or merely mimic others? How much non-compulsory
newspaper reading and television news viewing is done? Again, any one
piece of evidence is subject to economic bias, institutional constraints,
and possible faking, but is there not an opportunity to establish a
pattern of behavioral manifestations of underlying values or attitudes
characteristic of a worthy citizenship concept?

I suggest that a large amount of difficulty experienced in the
quantification of affective behavior is due to overcaution and lack of
imagination on the part of those responsible for measurement. The
Webb et al (1966) publication with its many lever schemes for unobtrusive
measures perhaps needs reexamination. We rust conceive of numerous
events which have in common the possible manifestation of a desirable
affective state. Such events may he counted; they generate distributions
to which familiar rules, qualifications, and analytical procedures
may be applied.

There is danger, of course, in equating just one type of behaviorbl
manifestation with sufficient indication of desirable affective learning.
Certainly, the purchase of recordings is not a sufficient indication of
a value for music. Independent commentary regardinr: political figures

is not a sufficient indication of worthy citizenship. Judgments regarding
the degree of appreciation, value, or interest represented by a particular

observable went are subject of unreliability. Nevertheless, we should

not hesitate to extend our data bases or look beyond the obvious.
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The procedure for quantification of affective behavior which T.
suggest, then, h C.-zee stages: One is the conceptualization stage in
which personal neau!ngs of elerents in the affective domain arc exanined.

Another is thecrucial.operationalization stage, in which decisions are

ride regarding what events be accepted as evidence of desirable

affective behavior. The other stne is the placement of numbers on the

events. They may be cateForized, rani:cd, or placed at equal intervals.

If teachers arc to he comir:.;At of the inportance of affective
behavior in its own right, if behavioral objectives are to be more than
cognitive, those responsible for educational mensurenent in a specific
situation must wort: together in the conceptualization and operationalization
sages. The quantification of affective behavior is not a problem of
measurement theor) at all. It is simply a problem of human negotiation.
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